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Our British mountains have plenty of weather. They are almost always
windier, colder, cloudier and wetter than low country. What is more, the
weather mood can change bewilderingly quickly – from gloomy, lowering
skies and driving rain to shafts of sunlight and breath-taking patterns of
colour. The weather can delight or endanger. It can create a mental picture
never to be forgotten or thrust the unwary into a fight for life.
Whether it is to avoid danger or to add to enjoyment of the mountain scene,
before starting a day outdoors among the hills it is wise to know what the
weather is likely to be. This book helps hill-walkers and climbers to get the
weather forecasts most suited to their needs, to understand them, and to
interpret them in the light of experience of mountain weather.
The book is in three parts:
PART ONE describes the kinds of forecasts available and
how they can be found
PART TWO helps you understand the forecast through using weather maps
PART THREE describes and explains some of the ways our mountains make
their own weather.
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About the author
David Pedgley OBE was formerly a weather observer, forecaster and
instructor in the Meteorological Office. He was one-time Vice President of the
Royal Meteorological Society. A hillwalker for over 40 years, he started the
Society's field courses on mountain weather. This is the 3rd edition of the
book, which forms a comprehensive handbook to this important subject.
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Based in Jackson, Wyoming, covering local weather for Jackson Hole & the Teton Mountain Range, as well as, weather across the
Mountain West & Alaska. Jackson Hole Weather. Current conditions. 21Â°f. Weather: Fair Humidity: 57% Wind: North 0 mph Visibility:
10.00 miles. TODAY. Valley HI 33Â°F. Weather Synopsis for Monday night through Wednesday. Post frontal showers are winding down
across many areas this afternoon with the heaviest showers focused from the Canadian border down to Hwy 2 West. Outside of the
Olympics and Mt Baker area, westerly winds remain quite strong this afternoon. Roughly 6-10" of inches of new snow accumulated
today above 3000' with locally higher amounts in the Mt Baker area where likely a foot or more has accumulated. Some commercial
mountain weather consultancies do not have the same capabilities as Meteo France, but offer more tailored approach to their users. For
example, http://www.weather4mountain.com/ can supply you with specialist, timely and accurate weather forecasts for climbing,
backcountry skiing or mountaineering, and even monitor your progress by tracker and send advance warning of potential hazards right
to your mobile or satellite phone. Mountain weather forecast. Mountains can be inhospitable and dangerous places for the ill prepared.
From one hour to the next, from one hill to the next, they can exhibit a dramatic variation in weather conditions. Whether it's a wellplanned expedition or a spur of the moment decision to go to the hills, it is important to check the forecast. Mountain weather forecasts.

